VisaVue Tourism Reports

VisaVue Overview
 Subscription period: Calendar year, with signup period during
the month of January

 Subscription deliverables: Calendar year report for previous
year delivered with the Q1 report and four quarterly reports
delivered approximately 45 days after each quarter ends
 Subscription options: three - cost unknown for 2019
• Domestic Tourism Reports: 2018 cost $3,500
• International Tourism Reports: 2018 cost $2,310
• Domestic and International Tourism Reports: 2018 cost $5,060

VisaVue Domestic Reports
 Customized data capture requiring DMO subscribers to
provide the following:
1. Definition of their area: subscribers must provide a list of zip codes
defining DMO area, since data is only captured for zip codes provided
2. Decision on including residents: subscribers must decide whether they
want residents included or excluded from their reports.
3. Decision on excluding nearby zip codes from data: To ensure the
data is most representative of travelers, subscribers are able to exclude
nearby area residents (i.e. likely commuters) by providing additional zip
codes to exclude from the data capture.

VisaVue Domestic Reports
Example of subscriber custom specifications:
 Lee county customized reports to:

LEE COUNTY ZIP CODES TO
DEFINE CAPTURE AREA
County

1. Collect data for their area by providing the
zip codes highlighted blue
2. Decided to exclude residents
3. Decided to exclude residents of nearby
areas by providing zip codes highlighted
yellow

Zip Code City/Town

ADDITIONAL ZIP CODES TO
EXCLUDE FROM DATA
County

Zip Code City/Town

LEE

33901

FORT MYERS

CHARLOTTE

33927

EL JOBEAN

LEE

33902

FORT MYERS

CHARLOTTE

33938

MURDOCK

LEE

33903

NORTH FORT MYERS

CHARLOTTE

33946

PLACIDA

LEE

33904

CAPE CORAL

CHARLOTTE

33947

ROTONDA WEST

LEE

33905

FORT MYERS

CHARLOTTE

33948

PORT CHARLOTTE

LEE

33906

FORT MYERS

CHARLOTTE

33949

PORT CHARLOTTE

LEE

33907

FORT MYERS

CHARLOTTE

33950

PUNTA GORDA

LEE

33908

FORT MYERS

CHARLOTTE

33951

PUNTA GORDA

LEE

33909

CAPE CORAL

CHARLOTTE

33952

PORT CHARLOTTE

LEE

33910

CAPE CORAL

CHARLOTTE

33953

PORT CHARLOTTE

LEE

33911

FORT MYERS

CHARLOTTE

33954

PORT CHARLOTTE

LEE

33912

FORT MYERS

CHARLOTTE

33955

PUNTA GORDA

LEE

33913

FORT MYERS

CHARLOTTE

33980

PUNTA GORDA

LEE

33914

CAPE CORAL

CHARLOTTE

33981

PORT CHARLOTTE

LEE

33915

CAPE CORAL

CHARLOTTE

33982

PUNTA GORDA

LEE

33916

FORT MYERS

CHARLOTTE

33983

PUNTA GORDA

LEE

33917

NORTH FORT MYERS

CHARLOTTE

34224

ENGLEWOOD

LEE

33918

NORTH FORT MYERS

COLLIER

34101

NAPLES

LEE

33919

FORT MYERS

COLLIER

34102

NAPLES

LEE

33920

ALVA

COLLIER

34103

NAPLES

LEE

33921

BOCA GRANDE

COLLIER

34104

NAPLES

VisaVue Domestic Reports
 Provides DMO’s with information on travel to specified areas during
the quarter, as well as the months within the quarter
 Reports delivered in excel format – contains a dashboard summarizing
quarterly performance and spreadsheets containing raw data
 Information found within the report illustrated below:
Cardholder Counts

Cardholder Count by
Market Segment

Cardholder Count by
Merchant Category

(e.g. restaurants)

(e.g. restaurants, QSR’s)

Spend by Market
Segment

Spend by Merchant
Category

(e.g. restaurants)

(e.g. restaurants, QSR’s)

Origin
State/MSA
Cardholder Spending
(Card/Cash Withdrawn

Example of quarterly dashboard

Example of monthly MSA worksheet containing raw data

Example of monthly market segment worksheet containing raw data

Example of monthly merchant category worksheet containing raw data

VisaVue International Reports
 Provides DMO’s with quarterly and annual information on international
travel to their area
 Requires DMO subscribers to provide same specifications as
domestic, excluding decision on residents
 Reports are delivered in same format as domestic, but contents differ
in the following ways:
• Only contain quarterly information, not monthly and quarterly as in domestic reports
• Contains worksheet that shows the top cities in the U.S. for cardholder spending

Example of quarterly dashboard

VisaVue Common Questions & Answers
 Q: What is the cost of the subscription?
A: The cost depends on the subscription option chosen. Below are the three options available with the cost of each.
• Domestic Only: $3,500
• International Only: $2,310
• Domestic and International (discounted): $5,060
 Q: What do the reports look like?
A: The reports are delivered in an excel file. The excel file will contains an easy to use dashboard showing YOY
performance and worksheets that contain more detailed data.
I have attached a file to this email that contains screen shots of a sample report, as well as examples of different
ways the VF research department has helped DMOs use their data.
 Q: When will I be billed for my subscription?
A: Once the subscription window closes, VISIT FLORIDA will sign a contract with VisaVue Travel and then the
secondary subscriber agreement will be sent to you.
After you sign the secondary agreement, our accounting department will send you an invoice for payment. Typically,
invoices are sent within a week of signing the secondary agreement that has historically been sent in March.
 Q: When can I expect to receive the reports?
A: Both domestic and international reports are delivered on a quarterly basis around 40 days after each quarter ends.
Since the report for the previous calendar year and Q1 are delivered at the same time, as long as you have signed
your agreement, you can expect to receive them between May 11-15. For the remaining reports, the expected
delivery is as follows: Q2 August 11-15; Q3 November 11-15; Q4 February 11-15 of the following year.

VisaVue Common Questions & Answers
 Q: When do I need to provide the specifications for my area reports?
A: Since VisaVue needs to write a program that will pull data from their servers based on your specifications, the sooner
you are able to provide your specifications the better. If specifications are not received before the end of March, your
reports will not be delivered until June, since data for the reports is only pulled from their servers once a month and
March is the deadline for the April run that populates the May deliverable.
 Q: Can my subscription include different areas within my county?
A: Yes, but each area will cost you a report subscription. For instance, if you want a domestic only subscription and break
your area into three sub-areas, the cost would be 3 x single report subscription, which would be $10,500 in 2018
 Q: Can I share my reports with my agency of record or my research vender?
A: Visa has a very stringent restrictions on external use. However, it is possible to allow an external vender to use data
within the reports to complete a scope of work on your behalf, as long as you have a signed agreement that they will
return or destroy any information provided once the scope of work is complete. This means that if you have an existing
NDA with an external party, you still are required to have them sign a separate contract agreeing to the terms set by
Visa. If you would like more clarification, we are happy to have our in-house attorney walk you through the terms of the
contract you signed.
 Q: What information from the reports can I share or publish?
A: Visa has put together guidelines for examples of how you can share information from the reports. These guidelines
should have been sent to you with the contract you signed. If you do not have these guidelines still, we are happy to
sent them to you, as well as provide examples of how other subscribers have utilized the data

